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but I hardly think he'll court any more excitement
after this afternoon."
" He clearly had the pearls on him," said Piers.
" That goes without saying," said Berry, stifling a
yawn,
There was a little silence.
The faintest flavour of regret had stolen into our cup.
The Padua pearls had been there—right under our
hand : we might have had them—for the taking : had
we been able to consult, we almost certainly should:
but Berry had had no one to consult with, and to take
a step which over and over again we had condemned in
council was naturally more than he dared.
I adjusted the shade of a candle and lighted a
cigarette.
The gentle glow of the candles upon the doth was
lending the parlour a comfort not always found in the
s^on ablaze with electric light. Behind Berry, the
open window made a black square of darkness and
ushered the cool, night air. Without, though I could
not see it, a jolly orchard sloped to a hanging wood, and
there some owl was crying to point a peace which once
was a feature of the country, but now, before the drive
of progress, is fast becoming extinct. This was
absolute; and after the burden and heat of the
restless day, made us a medicine rarer than any wine.
" I wish I'd been there/' said Jill. " I'd love to
have heard them talking, I don't mind wasps."
*' Nor do I," said Berry. " The little dears. But I
thjftk it's a mistake to trespass upon a goodwill which
ray esqperieiiee has shown to be curiously fugitive.
Besides, I can't help feeling that you were better here.
I doa't say that your personal charms are not proof
against slime. Indeed, I believe them to be invrf-
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